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Abbreviation:
MLE maximum likelihood estimate
Notation:
set of all seven events causing the system to be failed. an element of . masked probability of the masked failure event for the th tested system. number of failed systems due to the th mechanism in . cumulative number of failed systems in the previous mechanisms, i.e., . system failure times due to the th mechanism, . the test termination time . total number of failed systems in the test, . total number of hybrid systems in the test. density, and distribution functions for component in the hybrid system, . reliability function for component in the hybrid system, . probability density of failure at time for component of system . constant hazard function, and the coefficient of linear hazard function, respectively. likelihood, and log-likelihood functions for parameter .
I. INTRODUCTION

I
N a system consisting of several components, reliability analysis is often conducted by analyzing lifetime data. The system data include two pieces of information: one is the failure time, and the other is which component causes system failure. However, many things may prevent us from revealing the failure reason such as shortage of funds, limit of time, error of records, lack of diagnostic tools, and destructive consequences caused by the failure of some components. For example, in the reliability of computers and integrated circuits, the reason for the system failure usually cannot be identified exactly, and it is often attributed to a module containing several components. So the observable data from the test includes the failure time and failure reason related to a subset of components. In these cases, the reason for the failure of the system is masked, and the lifetime data are called masked data.
The statistical analysis of masked data has a long history. [20] initially proposed methods for parameter estimation under masked data. In the series system with two and three constant hazard function components, the maximum likelihood (ML) and other estimations were studied by many researchers (e.g., [5] , [10] , [11] , [13] , [19] ). A parallel system using masked data was considered in [16] . Bayes methods with various priors were also used for the estimation of parameters in series and parallel systems. See, for example, [8] , [15] , [17] , [18] . [6] discussed a series system with two statistically dependent components whose lifetime followed a bivariate exponential distribution. So far, most researches of masked data focused on a system that is either series or parallel only. In many real situations, however, it is often seen that a system functions in a way better described by a combination of series and parallel constructions. For example, currently, air supply systems generally are modular designs, where the power system consists of a number of semiconductor units combined in a series or hybrid connection [12] , [21] .
Two fundamental types of hybrid systems with three components are shown in Fig. 1 : the series-parallel system, and the parallel-series system. There are more complex systems described by a composite of these two systems. We mainly focus on statistical inferences of the two basic systems based on a 0018-9529 © 2015 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information. likelihood-based approach. While the method can be extended to more complex systems with masked data, the representation and evaluation of the likelihood function would become cumbersome for large systems. There is an alternative method based on signature that explores component topology. The system signature is the probability vector whose element is the probability of each component failure resulting in the system failure, and it provides an elegantly simple representation of a system. A detailed introduction and overview of system signatures is presented by [14] , and some advances and various applications of the signature are discussed in [2] - [4] , [7] . Recently, using the system signature, a Bayesian inference to the system with masked lifetime data was proposed by [1] . The likelihood function for complex systems can be easily expressed by a data augmentation method, and the parameter inference relies on the samples drawn from the full conditional likelihood functions through an iterative Markov chain Monte Carlo simulation for the component failure times and the parameters. This intensive computing method provides an alternative to the traditional likelihood approach to deal with general systems. In this article, we present likelihood-based parameter inferences for the two basic hybrid systems in detail. Let be the set of all seven events causing the system to be failed, i.e., (1) and be an element of . If consists of more than one component, then the reason for the system failure is not exact, and the life data are masked. We study MLE and interval estimation of parameters in the presence of masked data. Section II presents the reliability and density functions for the hybrid systems. Section III concentrates on the estimation for the series-parallel and parallel-series systems, respectively. In Section IV, we assess the performance of the methods on simulation studies. Lastly, we conclude the article with a brief discussion in Section V.
II. RELIABILITY AND DENSITY OF HYBRID SYSTEMS
First, we briefly introduce the concept of masked probability. Assume that there is a masked event with the exact failure component in the hybrid system. Then the probability of failure due to the masked occurrence at time is (2) where is called the masked probability, and is the probability of system failure caused by component at time . In the statistical analysis of masked data, it is usually assumed that the masked occurrence is statistically independent of the cause and failure time, i.e.,
Let be the lifetime of component whose density, distribution, and survival functions are ; and it is assumed that the lifetimes of the three components in the system are statistically independent of each other. Consider the series-parallel system in Fig. 1(a) . The system life is , and then the system reliability is (4) The probability densities of failure at time due to each component are (5) To ease notation, we denote (6) and so the density function for the system at is . Likewise, for the parallel-series system with three components as shown in Fig. 1(b) , the system life becomes , and its reliability is
The probability densities of failure at time due to each component are
Similarly, we denote (11) and so the density function for the system at is . Next we address the maximum likelihood estimation for these two systems.
III. PARAMETER ESTIMATION For tested systems, let be the lifetime of component , in the system with masked failure event and masked probability . Then the lifetime of system when it is series-parallel is , and for a parallel-series system it is . In our statistical inference, two common censoring schemes are considered: type-I, and type-II. Among tested systems, we assume that there are system failures due to the th mechanism in with the failure times where . Obviously there are totally observed failure times, and censored observations. For type-I censoring, the test is continuing until a pre-specified time is reached, and we observed systems failed; whereas for type-II censoring, the test is carried out until the pre-specified system failures for the th mechanism, and so the test is terminated at time . For both cases, we express the observed life data . The corresponding probability density of system for each component at in (6) and (11) is denoted as , and so the density function for system at becomes . The applicable unified likelihood function for both systems and censoring schemes is (12) where the constant doesn't contain the parameters of interest in . Then, specifically, the likelihood function of the series-parallel system in Fig. 1(a) becomes (13) Under the case of a complete sample , if the life of component 2 is zero with for , then the system reduces to the series system with two components, and the likelihood expression becomes the one described in [20] .
The likelihood function for the parallel-series system with three components in Fig. 1(b) is (14) Particularly, in the case of a complete sample , if the life of component 2 is infinitely long with for , then the system and the likelihood expression reduce to the parallel case with two components, which was discussed in [16] .
In this paper, we particularly consider the hybrid system in which each component follows a statistically identical life distribution with two hazard functions: constant, and linear hazard functions. To make the notation simpler, in the following we denote the log-likelihood function as , where is the parameter included in the life density.
A. Series-Parallel System 1) Constant Hazard Function:
The constant hazard function leads to the exponential lifetime with , and . The reliability of the system in (4) becomes (15) Then the likelihood function in (13) is (16) and the derivative for the log-likelihood function is (17) Because no analytical form of the MLE can be obtained from , a numerical method has to be implemented for specific data observations. However, the uniqueness of the MLE can be justified in the following. (18) Hence, the log-likelihood function is strictly concave, and therefore implies a unique MLE . In addition,
, and , so the MLE is a positive value.
2) Linear Hazard Function:
Under the linear hazard function , the lifetime of each component follows a Weibull distribution with , and . So the reliability of the system at in (4) is (19) Then the likelihood function in (13) is (20) and the derivative for the log-likelihood function is (21) The MLE can be solved numerically from the equation . The uniqueness of the MLE can be easily seen in the following.
(22)
Hence the log-likelihood function is strictly concave, and therefore implies a unique MLE . Additionally, , and , so the MLE is a positive value.
B. Parallel-Series System
We consider the case of a complete sample .
1) Constant Hazard Function:
The constant hazard function of each component leads to the reliability of the parallel-series system in (7), (23) and then the likelihood function in (14) becomes (24) so the derivative of log-likelihood function is (25)
The MLE can be obtained numerically from . For the uniqueness of the MLE, we notice that
The first three terms are clearly negative. The last two terms are also negative (as shown in the Appendix). So we are guaranteed that . Hence, the log-likelihood function is strictly concave, and therefore implies a unique MLE . In addition, we have , and . Therefore, the MLE is a positive value.
2) Linear Hazard Function: The linear hazard function results in the reliability of the system in (7) (27) and the likelihood function (14) becomes (28) Then the derivative of the log-likelihood function is (29) and (30) The first three terms are negative, and the last two terms are shown to be negative in the Appendix. Hence, , and thus the log-likelihood function is strictly concave, and therefore implies a unique MLE . Additionally, , and
indicates that the MLE is a positive value.
For the interval estimation of parameters, we apply the approximated chi-squared likelihood ratio statistic [9] . Particularly, for our case, the likelihood ratio statistic for a single parameter approximately follows where the is or . In general, this method works well even for the situation of small samples, that is, when the coverage probability is very close to the nominal confidence level.
IV. SIMULATION STUDY
In this section, we conduct a simulation study to investigate the performance of our methodology. We consider three parameter values for each of two hazard functions in the two systems. For the series-parallel system, Tables I and II display the  simulated failure times and estimation results for the constant  hazard function with , and the linear hazard function with
respectively. It appears that the estimations are reasonably good under these small and moderate sample sizes. Additionally, because the length of the confidence interval is a kind of variability measure for estimates, we compute the ratio of interval length to the MLE to demonstrate the precision of estimates. As expected, we find that the ratio is getting smaller as the sample size and number of failure observations are getting larger, indicating that it is more accurate for the estimates if more failures are observed. For the parallel-series system, Tables III and IV display the simulated failure times and estimation results for the constant hazard function with , and the linear hazard function with respectively. Similar to the results in series-parallel systems, the estimations are reasonably good under these small and moderate sample sizes. As expected, the ratio of interval length to the MLE gets smaller as the sample size gets larger (more failures observed). For the purpose of comparison, we also applied Aslett's signature based data augmentation method [1] in these illustrative examples. Note that the system signatures of the series-parallel, and parallel-series are , and , respectively. The estimation results are summarized in the Tables from which one may see that they have similar precisions of estimation to our approach.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have studied statistical inferences for two hybrid systems based on masked data. Two commonly censored schemes, type-I and type-II, were considered in the analysis. We TABLE I  SERIES-PARALLEL SYSTEM WITH CONSTANT HAZARD FUNCTION   TABLE II  SERIES-PARALLEL SYSTEM WITH LINEAR HAZARD FUNCTION WITH have presented the maximum likelihood estimates of parameters when the hazard functions of components were assumed to be constant, and linearly correlated with life time in the series-parallel, and parallel-series systems, respectively. In addition, we obtained the approximate interval estimation of parameters by using the likelihood ratio statistic. We have assessed the performance of estimation methods by simulated studies. The results have demonstrated that the procedure can achieve good estimation performance under small and moderate sample sizes, and the estimates are more accurate if more failures are observed, indicating the efficiency of the estimation method.
APPENDIX
Proof of uniqueness of MLEs for constant and linear hazard functions for the parallel-series system.
1) Constant Hazard Function:
First, each element of the fourth term in of (26) is
The denominator is positive, so we only need to discuss the numerator. Let ; then the numerator becomes
We only discuss the domain of that makes , i.e., , for which Similarly, we discuss the numerator with letting , and it becomes (35) Then we only need to focus on the domain of that makes , i.e., , for which . Also, the function is increasing in , and is decreasing in with . We partition , and consider the two ranges respectively.
(i) For ,
(ii) For , then
So overall, for , we have (38) Hence for , and thus for .
2) Linear Hazard Function:
Each element of the fourth and fifth terms in of (30) are shown in (39) at the top of the page. Let , then the numerators of , and become (33), and (38) respectively, which has been shown to be negative. Hence .
